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Note for Applications & Organisations of the EFRA GP 
Track &  Off Road from 01/01/2012. 

 
 
After the AGM on 2010, held in Brussels on November 6th and 7th of this year, we were able to notice that 
number of changes, had intervened in the International Calendar, what is against the current rules. 

 
It had the effect of annoying legally , certain LS section Federations Members, but also our President, as 
well as our General Secretary, which in that period does not really need additional work on their shoulders. 
 
 
To avoid that it in the future, we propose you the following suggestion, which the Organisers will have to take 
into account for their applications for 2012. 
 
 
We did not consider necessary, at the moment, to waste time, and decided to publish the present, this not 
foreseeing the deposit of a possible proposal (done by EFRA or a Federation Member)  to be subjected to 
the vote during the AGM in November, 2011. It does not seem to us however really useful. 
 
 
The main objective is to have no more collisions between the EFRA calendar, and the National 
Championships calendars. 
 
 
Any intervention of Chairman, on the subject, and this year, I was obliged to make some, is often (and the 
word is weak) perceived as inopportune , in spite of the fact that those who complained, know the current 
rules. 
 
 
Our suggestion is the following one : 
 
- For the Track 1/5th EFRA GP (F1 and TC), will be held all second  weekend of each month, except July, 
because of the organization of the European Championship. 
 
- For Off Road 1/6th EFRA GP, will be held all the third  weekends of each month, except July, for the same 
reason. 
 
 

We so hope to avoid of useless and not statutory retouch in the EFRA calendar, which must be definitively 
fixed, during the AGM. 

 

We hope that you will follow this suggestion. Let us hope that the web site, will allow you to subject your 
applications, well before the AGM, and that an electronic vote will then, be possible. 
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We think that this procedure will help, as wished by some delegates, to make the LS meeting shorter and 
give us more time to discuss about our future. 

 
It was for me as Chairman the first one, and I kindly request you to grant me your excuses for an 
organization which was not completed (only my fault), but I also consider that each has to have a minimum 
of time to learn what it is up to him to make. This minimum would not know how to be reduced to zero!  
 
On basis of this rule, the Federations will have the possibility of anticipating the organization of their own 
Championships, and calendars, knowing that the second and third weekends will always  be reserved, by 
the EFRA organization. 
 
 

 
Chairman Large Scale section,     Vice Chairman Lar ge Scale Section, 
Francis BILLA.      Wolfgang PETERMANN. 
 

 

 


